
 

 
 

A GOOD NIGHT’S 
SLEEP: A “must” for the traveling soul  

Whether travel is for business or a planned vacation...many people find it very challenging to 
get the good night sleep they need in a strange bed.  Top that off with changing time zones, jet 
lag the recent media coverage on the “dirty hotels” ...  and traveling is a nightmare! 

Nothing can challenge a traveling body and soul like a poor night’s sleep. The last thing we need 
at our destination is to find ourselves tossing and turning and wishing we had the comfort of 
our own pillow between our tired head and a foreign hotel bed.  

When we created the enVy pillow we kept portability as one of our goals. Those who sleep with 
our pillow know the value it has brought to their relief from neck pain, headaches, numbness, 

and of course those sleep lines we hate to 
wake up to.  

They also know they don’t want to go a 
night without it. enVy is easy to roll up and 
tuck into a suitcase. The enVy weighs in at 
just three pounds; and you know we 
always say, “Pack 47 pounds of what you 
think you need and three pounds of what 
you can’t travel without!”  

 

“People who have problems with sleep 

are at increased risk for developing 

emotional disorders, depression and 

anxiety. There is no doubt that bringing 

your favorite pillow is one of the best 

sleep aids you can have while 

traveling.”  

–Sleep Specialist from Harvard Medical 

School 



The enVy rolls up into its own handy carry bag to lean up against a 
window—or your unsuspecting neighbor—while on your 
flight.  Leave the enVy fully open in its carry bag and place it behind 
your back. It offers much needed neck and lumbar support, so 
lacking in the unnaturally shaped airplane seats.  

When you get to your hotel room, the enVy has that wonderful 
ergonomic off-your-face design that has you sleeping in perfect 
alignment and fresh-faced for that early morning business meeting.  

“Being away from home doesn’t mean you can’t feel at home.” 

For more information, please visit www.ActiveForever.com.  

 

http://www.activeforever.com/

